Diffusion-controlled binding of a peptide neurotoxin to its K+ channel receptor.
Single Ca2(+)-activated K+ channels were reconstituted into planar lipid bilayer membranes, and the effect of charybdotoxin, a pore-blocking peptide from scorpion venom, was studied. In particular, the effect of solution viscosity on the kinetics of block was assessed in order to test the idea that toxin binding is diffusion-controlled. This idea is supported by the strictly inverse relation between solution viscosity and the rate constants of both association and dissociation of peptide with the K+ channel mouth. However, at an ionic strength high enough to suppress local electrostatic potentials, the diffusion-controlled on-rate constant is surprisingly low, 10(5) M-1 s-1. These slow, viscosity-dependent kinetics may be understood if charybdotoxin can attain the bound state only from a rare set of encounters with the K+ channel.